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NCAA adopts
women's sports
AIAW protests
by _M ary Wils9n
managing editor

Cheers!
Joe Santoro leads a cheer in the spirit that brings a homecoming
'basketball victory. See the Future's toast to homecoming in photos on
pages 10-11.

Unl•vers-1•ty enerdy
e b uddef
a
•
·
Opera t es $400 000 In re d
,

.
.
beginning of the year, but we didn't know the
staff writer
magnitude until the winter quarter," remarked
UCF has reached a $360,000 to $400,000 Goree.
utility d.eficit, according . .- to John Goree, viceGoree indicated the deficit strictly pertains to
president of Business Affairs.
academic buildings. The dormitories and the
The utility allocation given by the Florida cafeterias pay for their own expenditures.
Legislature for the 1979-80 fiscal year was
To meet the deficit, Goree said monies from the
$1,004,953. Goree pointed out that this 4 per- Salary Savings Fund might be all that would be
cent increase over the previous year could not com- necessary. Funds not spent for salaries because 'of
pete with the estimated 25 perce:nt fuel price in- turnovers in personnel or delays in filling open
cFease and UCF's greater fuel consumption.
positions would be used.
"We've known about the deficit since the

by Kathleen Foronda

"Hell no, ~e won't go!" was Volleyball Coach Lucy McDanieh description of the women's response to the National
Collegiate Atheletic Association's recent vote to establish
their won women's champiosnhip events in five sports.
"The AIA W (Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women) is a far superior avenue of competition for women,"
McDaniel maintains as ·a UCF women's coach and member
of the board of directors of the AIA W.
The male-dominated NCAA voted in its New Orleans convention early in January to begin the champior:iships for
small. and medium-sized colleges and universities in 1981,
despite the AIA W's request for a five year moratorium on ef·
forts to establish the events.
..The AIAW was only created 10 years ago," McDaniels
said. "For forty years we begged them, and the NCAA
would have nothing to do with us. Now the NCAA sees
women's sports can make money and is. suddenly interested."
UCF ATHLETIC Director Dr. Jack O'Leary described
himself as one of "a distinct minority" opposing the NCAA
measure at the convention.
"I assumed it would fail," he recalled, c;iting three reasons
for his opposition. "First, the wo~e~ don't want it at this.
time. Second, if we did undertake 1t, 1t would mean the end
of the ·AJA W. Third, the NCAA is not solidly behind it.
Division I schools (wi'th the greatest sports revenue) did not
vote and are not going to attemp~ to sponsor women's championships."
f\ccording to the Jan. 15 Chronicle of Higher Education,
the action made no mention of how the · estimated - sixmillion dollar costs of women's championships in basketball,
field hockev, S\:Vimming, tennis and volleyball would be met.
Since the AIA W cannot as yet pay the expenses of the
teams competing in its championships, there would be some
advantage for women in the NCAA's traditional fullfinancing of champioships, O'Leary said.

Bonn professor speaks on
German airing of Holocaust
:By Barbara Cowell
associate editor

As a young German officer during
World War II, Hans-Adolf Jacobsen
was taken prisoner of war by the
Russians. It was as a Russian prisoner
that he learned of the. holocaust that
had taken place in Germany. Jacobsen
was incredulous and like many Germans,' found it hard to believe sq ch a
thing had ever happened.
Even after 1945, many · Germans
didn't believe that over five million
people, most of them Jews, had died in
the years between 1933-45.
Jacobsen is now a professor at the
University of Bonn. He lectures extensively throughout the world and
was a guest at the recent seminar on
th German peopl e and the holo<..:aust

at UCF. Joining Jacobsen was a panel
made up of Dr. Bruce Pauley of the
History Department, Dr. Robert Miller
of the Sociology Department and Dr.
Robert Bledsoe of the Political Science
, p .~ ent.
~~<'~Dsen served as commentator for
the German telecast· of "Holocaust."
He believes that the holocaust
represents a terrible chapter iri German history. "They (the . Gefrnans)
didn't feel responsible or concerned for
what happened. The first installment
of 'Holocaust' typifies the mood,"
Jacobsen sajd. "One must not forget
what happened."
THE
FIRST
PERIOD
of
prosecution occurred in the late thirties. Jacobsen said," "Anti-semitism
b
Jaco sen, page 13

·

BrtanLaPe;~r/Future .

University of Bonn ·.professor Dr. Hans-Adolf Jac 9 bsen addresses
·
I
d
audience questions concerning German sentiments on Ho ocaust an
Hitler.
·
·

Today's Future-----------~----~~
State energy us~ .

One man's story
From rags to riches to rags, Steve Martin
leads the audience through a slapstick
aga of the Great American Dream. See
Carol Arnolds review on page 12.

Governo : i,\; b Graham has organized an
Energy Task Force committee to produce
guidelines for stateu ide ·u se of limited
energy resources.
OCF professor ··and
committee member Dr. Wadzinski ex- .
plains committee objectives on page 6.

Homeco.m ing win
The homecoming spirit spurs UCF to 6~55 dctory against Eckerd College in the
Sunshine State Conference. See page 16
for full coverage.
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NewsfI-onts
Scholarship applications
accepted for Tri Delta award
Applications are now available for the annual Delta Delta Delta scholarship
award.
The amount of $400 will be awarded to a full-time undergraduate womaij who
will be attending UCF in the fall. The recipient of this award is automatically
eligible for one of the national awards of $1000, with no additional application or
procedures.
Academic record, contribution to campus or community life, promise of service
iii the major field and financial aid need are among the criteria considered.
Application forms are available for the director of financial aid, Dean of
Women's Office or the service._projects chairman of the campus Tri Delta chapter.
Completed applications must be returned by March 1.
· Since 1943, Tri Delta has awarded a total of over $1,043!058 .to 5,202 deserving
students. In 1979, approximately 52 percent of these scholarships were awarded
to unaffiliated students, 32 percent to Tri Deltas and l 6 percent to panhellenic
members.

small business counseling
available a.t UCF institute
UCF is among the 4 70 colleges and universities across the country which offer
cunseling for small business in twouble. They work through Small · Business Institutes established on those campuses. The counselors are ·senior and graduate
business administration students along with faculty advisers ..
Counseling by these Small Business .Institutes is free to small businesses wanting
advice. The program is seven years old, and in those seven years, the institutes
have
helped
about
80,000
small
firms,
according
to
Douglas McAllister, district director. All kinds ·of companies have been helped,
but on an average, those counseled have between four and 15 workers and annual
sales of.less than $100,000, he said.
Last year, _20,000 -students and 3,000 deans and professors worked with their
students in this program, McAllister said.
The institutes are approved by the Srriall Business Administration.
The program has been sucessful on both sides, according to McAllister. SBA, the
only Federal agency chartered by Congress to specifically aid and counsel the
nation's millions of small businesses, finds the students most effective in supplementing_ the agency's own counseling endeavors. The students and their
grnduate business schools find the program an ~xcellent vehicle to orovide the
practical experience for their students who want to work on solving re~! problems
in the real world of business, said McAllister. ·
If you need help through the Small Business Institute you can contact the SBA
office located at 400 W. Bay Street, Box 35067, JacksonYille, Florida 32202, (904)
791-3787. Other colleges and universities participating in the SBI program in this
area include: University of North Florida, Jacksonville; University of West
Florida, Pensacola; and Florida State University, Tallahassee.

Army ROTC hosting
military ball at officers' club

Health center.gains
·.,ew female_doctor
Dr. Neva Meeks has."been named the
newest doctor on tlie Health Center's
staff, according to .H ealth Services
Director Dr. Edward Stoner. She wilf
be on duty Tuesday throu.gh Saturday
from 5 to 9 p.m.
·
"We thought it would be beneficial
to hav.e a woman doctor in the Health
Center in case som~ people would
prefer to be examined by a woman,"
Stoner said.
·

.t:'

Annual run fOr the arts race
to be·held at Loch Haven center

PESO's second Annual "Run for the. Arts," will be held March 8 at Loch Haven
Park. There will be a six-mile run for the serious runner and a two-mile run for the
not-so-serious runner. Also, there will be a Turkey Trot for team competition. All
fraternities and sororities are invited to join in the competition.
The first 1000 entries will receive commemorative tee shirts and a ticket to Stars
Hall of Fame. Also, all runners will receive a continental breakfast, Gatorade, a
chance to win merchandise awards and a free weekend at a local motel.
First pface male and female winners will receive runni~g shoes and a $100~gift
certificate, complements of Ivey's. Medals, trophies, certificates and a ticket to
Sea World will be awarded to the winners -in all categories.
The entrance fee for all runners will be $5 and $6 for late registration . . All
proceeds benefit PESO' s Arts and Sciences.
Entry forms are available at all Ivey's stores and Track Shack stores. For additional information, call 644-8511, ext. 135.

Law School applications slowed
to admission offices by delay Applicants to law schools are advised that delays in delivery of a new computer
have resulted in a backlog of Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS) reports
to law schools. Law schools have been made aware of the problem through
frequent updating on the status of the processing schedule.
Although law school admission offices may be somewl'lat slowed in making their
decisions, students can be assured that fairness will be a paramount, and no individuals will be penalized for late reporting delays incurred by the LSDAS, according to Educational Testing Service officials.
Because of the backlog, it is estmated that, at the current processing rate, there
will be delays for ~bout the next eight weeks. Staff have been greatly expanded
and are working long hours to meet these problems. Educational Testing Service
(oficials) who administer_the LSDAS , said, the regret any personal inconvenience to
candidates.
The purpose of LSDAS is to dummarize information from college transcripts,
test scores from the Law School Admission Test and ot_her biographical information used for evaluation by the law school admission offices.
For more information, contact Law Programs, Newton, Pa . I 8940 by mail. .

Women's Soccer
•
opernng
new season
.The Central Florida Women's Soccer League will be starting their official season of Feb. 24. Games will be
held on Sunday afternoons and the
season will last nine to twelve weeks.
Four teams have now entered. The
league is for any women in high school
or older. If you would like to join an·
established team or enter a team of
your own, contact one of the following
women: Sandy Hobby of the Knight,.,
· Strikers in East Orlando and UCF at
874-7809; Karen Hambri'ght of the
Rookies (high school) at 644-3433;
Jody Detsinger of the Shamrocks for
women in their 20's and 30's from
Northeast Orlando and the Altamonte
Springs area; Linda Halpin of the
Kickers for women in their 20's and
30's from all over Orlando, 831-328 l
or 323-4330.
If you would like to enter a team of
your own or be a coach or sponsor,
contact Debbie Mitchell at 678-782 l.
For more information or the league,
please call Gretchen Hyde at 6712693.

J

UCF Army ROTC :will hold its seco~d annual Military Ball at the Naval
Training Center's Officers club at 6:30 p.m., Feb. 2.
This will be a traditional event, held annually to reminisce over the previous
year and to look to the future of Army ROTC and its cadets.
The formal event will include dinner and dance combined with distinguished
·
guest speakers and awards.
Guest speakers will include both active duty and reserve officers, as well as retired
•
officers who will speak on topics of concern.
Along with the UCF Army ROTC will be cadets from Stetson University as well
as Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.
This event wil1 also serve as a roast for graduating seniors. Awards will also be
han.ded out to the seniors and cadets in the program for ·dedication and contribution over the year.
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And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring,
Ford's Insider magazine w_ill feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
There will be information on government
jobs, including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs, too. Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.
Look for Summer job

issue ot lnsidet:
fordS continuing
series ot college
newspaper supplements.
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Computer technologyCan it threaten society?
by Diane Taylor
abffwrlter

Are computers a threat to human
society?
That was the question discussed by
computer scientists at a recent World
Conference on Faith, Science and the
Future.
·
Dr. Joseph Weizenbaum , a computer
scientist at MIT, and one of the
pioneers in the fi eld of artificial intelligence, said "We are rapidly losing ,
haveing perhaps already lost, ph ysical
a nd mental control of our society."
Computer Scientists from MIT
reported before the conference that
computers are removing people from
their work , becoming more powerful
than humans and destroying people's
self-image and creativity.
They added that computers are now
taking
the
roles
of
expert
diagnosticians and advisers.
Dr. Terry J. Frederick, chairmari of
the Computer Science Department at
UCF, disagrees with Weizermbaum's
statements, however.
"The only threat from computers is ·
that man isn't prepared to handle
them," he said.
"I think they (computers) will
change society, and society's views fo.
things, but if we don't expand and let
the field grnw as far as we can, it
would be like capping knowledge."
Frederick feels that society has been
caught by not looking down the road_.
"We have an obligation to society to
look ahead, and we need to plan for the
future," he said.
.
Computer have brought about con-

siderable change, admits Frederick.
"They have taken away some jobs,
but they create more. In Florida, for
every person with a bachelor's degree
in computer science, there are ·15 job
openings," he said.
"I don' t know why he Weizenbaum)
would say computers cause man to. lose
his self-image, " said Frederick. " The
onl y
reason
would
be depersonalization". Money transactions will
all be handled by computer, rather
th an ph ysical exchange."
Frederick said computer technology
is changing daily, and that major
changes will occur within the next five
years. "Things will be smaller and
faster," sa id Frederick.
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computers, page 6
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UCF salaries fall short of spiraling inflation
professors.
Stern explained that faculties are not as
"professionally mobile"as they used to be, and must choose
among few availaole jobs in a depressed market.
To combat the rise of inflation, Stern indicated the UCF-UFF
has proposed that 49 percent of the Quality Improvement
Package. Funds implemented by the legislature · be used for
salary increases. There are no other considerations for additional funding, noted Ste(n.
In minutes · recording, President Colbourn's quarterly consultation with the UFF, he said if the legislature did not
prohibit use of QIP for salaries, and if no other alternative
source was available, then QIP funding would be considered.
Colbourn oversees the use of QIP money.
Colbourn added, however that use of the QIP for salaries
might jeopardize funding for quality improvement in other
areas such as sabbatical pr9grams, summer research and
student scholarships.
Salaries, page 13

by Kathleen Foronda
ataff writer

Though the Florida Legislature recently raised all state
university employee salaries, UCF ~ducators still receive wages
which average less than 60 percent of all other state universities
.in the nation.
According to Paul Keith of the .Bureau of Human Resource
Management in Tallahassee, career service pay rates in Florida
· rank in the lower third nationally.
· The 6. 7 percent increase for UCF personnel, and 8 percent
increase for faculty, are far behind a rate of inflation hitting 12
to 13 percent; indicated Jim Smith of the Budgeting Office.
MARK STERNPresident of the UCF Chapter of the United
Faculty of Florida , stressed that underfunding has been a major
problem for several years. Stern indicated the only reason why
UCF has retained quality faculty with such poor salaries was
that higher education is now going into a depression period
with fewer students enro1ling and decreased demand for

VC Centralized .Services
proposes UCF bus route
7-""'y~"'

Mark Bender of yentralized Services is continuing his efforts to extend a
proposed . bus route serving East Orange County low~and-moderate-income
·residents down Alfaya Trail to the UCF campus.
In a previous article, the Future erroneously repor~ed that Bender had already
achieved the objective of fully funded busing service to the campus. In actuality,
there has been no final determination of the new -East Orange County route.
However, $5,000 funding for 90 days of operation has been provided through the
efforts of the Orange County Community Affairs Department, Community
Development, the East Orange Commu~ity Action Association, and th e OrangeSeminole-Osceola Transportation Authority.
Bender said route proposa ls a re discussed during " a general meeting a t th e East
Orange County Community Center th e first Tuesda y of the month at 7:30 p.m ."
Ben.der said he expects the route to be deter mined "sGme~ i me n~t 1!1o~th ~" _
O range County Comm unity Development Pla nner !1ob Wa lker said, "It might
be a possibility'.' that the new bus route wiH com e down Alfaya Trail. Previously,
Wa lker said he anticipated the bus would run from . Chr istmas to the Colonial
Ma ll , mak ing no refe rence to a run to the univers ity . According to Walker, the bus.
proj ect evol ved beca use of the requests from a group of ~en ior. citizens .three years
ago.
Bender said he felt W a lker w ould be " w ill ing to endorse" the extended run dow n
·
Alfa ya.
W a lker responded to Bender's s.t atement saying " I wouldn't s~y 'that at this ti me.
I'm going' to get input from residents, and students as well." .
Bender is encouraging student $Upport and attendance at route discussion
meetings. Interested students can contact him at Centralized Services, 275-2191.
0
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A Dog's Life
Bernie invites owner Terri Rogers to join him in the recently drained
reflecting pond.

Researchers produce methane fuel from dairy cattle wastes
by Michelle Masterson

economically, technologically, · and
ends up in Lake Okeechobee._ This lake operation," said Scholla.
microbiologically feasible to convert
is. one of the biggest in Florida, and it is
The .first step, aceording to Scholla,
becoming polluted' due to; the dairy
would be .to ~onfir~e . the cattle. This .
Instead of just being a pollutant in . dairy cow manui:e into methane gas,
Lake Okeechobee and end;mgering the
This was a.n ·attempt" to economicaHy
cattle waste5,'r hesa.id.
·. ·
would be ~one ·by- putting them on a
water supply. of soµth F16rida, dairy
aba~e a i.)otlution problem:," he said.
·. Dai·ry .cattfo. wastes. account· for ·at concrete slab .with si~e~ and a ceiling. ·
cattle yvastes now h·ave .a unique purGRADUATE STUDENTS Mike
leas~ 23L. ton~ · of Ritr_ogeti,. and 78.5. 1 '1'his would· ease ~he recovery ·a t the
Sch~Jl~_, :.Mary. G~lzerano· and .~·A.• . ; t<;ms ,o~ phosphorous that P?llut~ La~e qtanure and ·would heIµ · the . farmers
pose. . .
.
, · Acco~dirtg to ·Dr.;. J;l~?eF1._ Gennaro
GiU~. l1.av~ : ~orked ,ofi ·~ ~n~s p~~j~¢F. · ~ <?~~t>t}P]>ee,
~~oording
to · the ma.k~ money .because. JD)lk pia~uction
and Dr. Rudy .. W9du1llsk1 . of the .. along-..w.}th . G~nnat;O, Wodzmskl\ ancl_. . ·pr¢"€ss.0 rs . .·.. .
'
. . . • ;".
·incre.ases when" the GOWS are~ kept .....
.
.' Biolc;>gicar Scienc~S.'IJ.epartll)ent,' dairy · · Dr.:Jaqie~ <Taylqr ,.-:assos iare prqfe~~r · .. :.J~'. ·SYS~~ " for fightii:Ig · this · coo(~' ~ he 'said. · · .. ,.....~ · ~ · _'. ; , . ·
·~·: . ... .:,·cattle . wa·st~s c~n'.~·b~ . u,set! to"· Cf.eafo"· ~· ~£~~~~~,ri rlg .. . -.. :>._I/rt;.:':c·-•.. ·~ ·.·.·.-~~t ..... po(tqfiq!};_P~~·pl~ Hes in tl\~ recycling · :,. :f.ROM TaE coi;>.ft(lel)"lei:tt"ltooms. at
-.
, energy-spe<:ifical!Y,JDeth_anega~.
. . "T11ere -.. are
· 28 ,; dairy ~·.fa.rms.. ii;i .:~ ..:~ ·,_.th~ _cattle .w~~te which wouJ.d. each. farm,.themanurewoµl~then . go
1
· ,. ·
· · "~What ,.hir~ecirqur a·s·beini a ._way to : · Okeechooee ' Cu.µnty/'~ ScnqU,a :· ~a:id, ·· · p.rmi~€e ~~th~.li.e-gas ; Scho~Ja Sa~d.
~ ' ir\to·a ·pipeline.,thaf w9uld- t.&.l<e i~· to~
fight pollu'tion:--fu Lake Q~eechopee has
"and at .fea.st 34 ..0.00 ·head of ca.h ,le-, iu.. · ./.<.._ :. •, .
·_ .
·•.: ·
.. · central '.' digesting , ce~tei." .. The
n~tu.rned·~~~¢:i~?
~os~ibility ot ;. _.t hat ~re~~··The_se cows.like..~?, ke~p ~el ~ · :.:: «.~?W~a.t . we ·: a_re tr~ing.. to .·do1 . (?Y.:\1 · m~nutt; woul'd'.be broken, ~own in . ~~e
! .
·· :
·stt,pplymg en~ngx~ ~0." the res1derits · ~f -'>.~ ~0 {hey ·stand 1.~ ~l\'f :-~atei:_way~~r'tin~h '. '"~te,s~arcH .. i~nd · eJtpepmentat.1on), ·. Is
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· :~: -<· .-:~thatarea-,: ·}.a,i~· W~~ip~ki. ".!. We' ~ere . . ~.~~·~k~ .Okeeeliqb# .-:. A'~.·'3 ~~eso}t'. of ..:) s~~~ .t;he: dab~~,J~rme1 ·t}lat·by dt>i.n_g_ a.... se.w.ageJrt;atm~l'.l·~plants.' Accpr.d~rig to .·~'.;.";~
Ir
original~y g·v~nt,;;~· ... grant ~ to. do a· . J his; w~~ ~ h~p~·e~S..· i'S ' th~ -cpws aefe"9ate '.'· }~ - ~hings ,_ he can tum his· pol}tiftqn the .. UCE· r~searchers·,,.,,~these . plants .. ·, ..
. ; ""feasibility ·~tuqy tO-:d'etermine if i~ was . in the · water.ways :. amt~ all this Water.:·.: problein •· into
a· · money-making
:. ·
.
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Bulletin Board
Engineers collect
job resumes
Tau
Beta
Pi,
the
N~tionat'
Engineering Honorary Society, is now
accepting resumes of all currently
enrolled engineering,
engineering
technology and computer science
students. These resumes will be put into a catalogue and distributed to all interested firms at no cost to UCF
students.
Resumes should be typed and submitted to the Tau Beta Pi mailbox on
the second floor of the Engineering
Building in the Dean's office.
'If you have any questions, please call
Joe Adams at 275-4703; John McConnell 859-0073; David Woods, 2754603.
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SDX to sponsor
job seminar series

across from the Physical Plant. The
dumpster for the project was donated
by the Dump-All Company.
Harper will receive up to $2 per 100
pounds for newspaper and will donate
the money to the UCF Foundation.

AWA'/

f'Ol)R_

HA~ ~R\S~NA~MAH ~ol-ll'lb? ouL.)A~

The Society of Professional Journalist, Sigma Delta Chi, will hold their
first Job Mart seminar on getting a job
in the mas's media Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. in
CB 103·.
Entitled, "How to Get your Foot in
fe~tures
the Door and Keep it Out of your
For the winter quarter , the Student
Mouth," the seminar will include Affairs Suite, Admin. 282, will be
The UCF Student Accounting
Society will meet at noon in ENGR · speakers from different areas of the opened Monday through Thursday
media such as newspapers, radio , TV
360.
.
nights from 5 to 7 p .m. to handl e any
news. and photography.
A resume student probl ems. For further info rTheir next meeting, on F eb. 8, will
professional will also be present. Adfeature Richard E-vans as speaker.
mation, please call either Dr. Paul R.
mission
will be free to all SDX memEvans, presently Assistant Controller
McQuilkin or Dr. Pete Fisher at 275bers, and all others will be cha rged SO
at White Labratori es in Orlando, will
27.5 I.
cents
.
speak on the comparison of· Certified
In add ition, the Vetera ns CerPublic Accounting with Certified
tification Office, Admin. 225, will be
Management Accounting.
.opened Wednesday evenings, 5 to 7
Any one interested is invited to .at
p.m.
tend . .
.Members of the Solid Waste Disposal
class are coordinating a waste paper ·
reclamation drive at UCF and will be
unio~
UCF's winter quarter blood drive, in
collecting scrap from all campus ofcooperation
with the Central Florida
f ices until March 15.
Blood Bank, will be held on Feb. 11
Students
wishing
to
assist
in
the
The Political Science Union will be
reclamation project can call Steve and 12 from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. in the VC
taking orders for Valentine's Day ca~
Harper
at 275-2841 or just bring waste Multipurpose room.
nations for $1 Feb. 4-8 from 10 a.m. to
paper
except
glossy or carbon paper, to
2 'p .m. The sale will be taking place in
The spring quarter blood drive is
the
dumpster
which is locat<:ld near the
front of the Village Ce~ter.
scheduled
for April 15 .
corner of Libra an...~L. Gemini Drives

Student Affairs offers
extended office hours

Accounting Society
guest speaker

Paper drive held.
at UCF until March

Carnation orders sold
by
at VC for $1

Time.

Money.
Blood.

We ·need -all.
you can
spare. ·
·Reel Cross

·.Tonyou.
.&:counting

Annua·I blood drive
to be held in February

Leadership Council
to conduct seminar
UCF's President's Leadership <;::ouncil will be holding a seminar on Nonverbal Communication in our daily
lives on Feb. 12 from 1:45 to 3 p.m: in
ADMIN 147. Jeff Butler from ~he
Communication Department will be
the guest speaker. All students are
welcome to attend.

Advisement Office
placed in new suit~
. The central office of Academic Peer
Advisement is now located in Suite
282, Admin , Bldg. Peer Advisers are
on duty Monday through Friday from
9 :00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. For further information, please stop by the office or
call 275-2753 .

Internship offered
·for students of film
Students interested in the Florida
Motion Picture and Television Advisory Council's internship program
should contact Dr. John G. Hoglin at
275-2681 or stop by HFA 528B.

mark~~place

help wanted
MEN!-WOMEN!

per~onal

carpool

Roommate wanted:to share 3 bedroom house, 20
Central Brevard area. MWF, 9:00 • 4:00. Call · minutes from UCF. U25 & 112 utilities. 237·
632-5135 after 5:00.
5631273-5631

JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No ex- _
perience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide Will share driving and/or expenses from Titusville.
travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for in· 8-2 Mon. Wed. Fri. Call Patty 267-6555.
formation. SEAFAX, Dept. D~13, Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 9836~.

.,.__--------------~

All interested students: high paying part-time
jobs on campus . . . you· set the hours. Write
Collegiate Press, Box 556, Btlleville, Ml 48111
now. No obligation.
Wanted-students to work as personal attendants
for male handicapped student beginning Spring
Quarter, 1980. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph.
275-2371, Special Services.

for sale

Greet your
Valentine
Say it with Love! Greet you favorite v·alentine with
a special message in next week's issue. Place you
Valentine classified ad by Monday 5 p.m. in the
Future Business Office. Special rate will be 35¢ a
line.

Wanted Roommates to share new furnished 4
bedroom house. 3 miles from UCF. $150.00 mon,
includes all bills. Phone Larry 282-1774
If you are losing your hair and want to save it; or if
you have thin and want to make it thicker. Try
"Biotin Jojoba" shampoo. Great for any scalp
disorders also. Call Neil at 365-3656 after 7:30
pm
BACKPACKING for Beginners! Spring break in
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transpor·
tation by bus; all equipment provided. Limited
space. Outdoor Adventures, 93. SE 43 Street,
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call or
write for mon Information.

services

Executive Retreat

Need a typist? The Future keeps a list of current Joan's typing service. Cash or Barter, 830-5871.
typists available to type your term papers, theses, Georgeous 2 · bedroom home 10 minutes from reports and resumes. Call 275-2865 for more in· You h~ve only yourself to
Creative resumes
downtown overlooking beautiful Lake Waunatta.
formation.
. of dis~inction and quality. "Designed for You."
The view from all rooms is breathtaking. Add this
Call Lisa .at Peterson and Wolfe Public Relations.
to your must see list. This lake front will please
671-5~95.
Professional,
accurate
typing
for
all
reports,
your every taste.
Would you believe--only
papers~ theses, & resumes. Grammar, punc.,
$87,500.00. Alex Alexander Realty, 671-1133
spelling corrected. Call Jan at 423-8486 or Ann at Need a roommate? Call us THE ROOMMATE CONNECTION for professionally screened compatible
298-4230. .Fee negotiable.
..,_ roommate. Mon-Sat. 10-5. 647-5951.
VW Superbeetle 1973. Very good cond. 4 speed.
$1800. 647-6310.
Typing/editing. Large or small jobs. Judy: 275ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
2351or677-1902.
cost birth ·control.
Privacy, confidentiality
73 Ford Van • New paint, good tires, auto,' ale, PB,
guaranteed.
Birth
Control
Center, Inc., 725 N.
'B.S., $1795 or best offer. 299-5656
Typing, experienced with term papers, thesis,
resumes, editing: paper. supplied. IBM Selectric II Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a
1972 Camaro Air, PS, Air Shocks, CB. Runs great. CIT. Reasonable. Marti Lyons • UCF-2811. Home day: 422-0606; or toll free 1(800)432-851_7.
New interior. Call Les 273-7956
-365-6874.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth ,control information,
Used Rock & Soul record albums. $1.00 each. For Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening,
list see Richard, Room 111, Adm. Bldg. or call X Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper low cost, confidential services.
2358.
provided. Call Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30 -9:30
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
PROFESSIONAL typing servictl. 12 yEars ex·
898-0921
perience at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND
Lost: "Monocular"-a small telescopic device for FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses, disserlow-distance usage (reading blackboards) by a tations term papers, 1st class work assured with
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
visually handicapped student who is desperate. IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie,
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Appr. 1Yz x 2W' long in a black zipper case. It is 647-4451, after 2.
black and silver. Lost in HFA 208, 1128/80 after
Free Pap smear and breast exam
10. Any info or found, please call Kris at 275- Need anything typed? A report, te
paper,
Cal for appointment-Counseling for men
4552 or leave message.
nsume? Call Jean 677-4148
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

sell!

ANGELINA'S

SUB SHOP
16 Varieties

Best Northern Style
Subs. Try our Salads.
Tuna-Egg & Chef Salad
At Reasonable Prices

Across from UCF
P'1. 277-3350
HRS. MON-FRI 10-11

SAT. 10-10 SUN 12-9

lost& found
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NCAA·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - McDaniel dismissed the advantage since "benefits would be negated" by the cost
of adopting NCAA rules.
'
"FOR EXAMPLE, THE women feel money should be spent on the team not on
the program image," McDaniel said. "AIAW rules don ' t allow for financing of
recruitment with such things as plane fares a.nrl hotel bills paid. Out of all the
students paid for last year in our men's basketball recruitment, only one chose to
attend UCF . . All that other money was wasted. if we adopted NCAA guidelines,
universities will also have to subsidize recruitment of female athletes."
McDaniel said the NCAA action will result in diminishing sporjs opportunities
!or women. "We offer ten championships ~der AIA W, while NCAA is sponsoring

only five," she explained. According to the Chronicle, the AIA W now offers more
than 35 championships for women in 17 different sports."
ACCORDING TO McDaniel, "The moratorium request made by the AIA W was
intended to give both organizations time to come to some common ground."'
"We have always felt it would be in the best interests of men and women if
somewhere down the road we came under one umbrella," McDaniel said, "but not
until wp rPsolve some of our policy differences and obtain equal represent<iion on
NCAA committees." McDaniel called "the NCAA suggested committee ratio forl
or 2 voti~ womP.n to 10 voting men "tokenism."
The N AA w~ll have another assembly meeting in January of 1981 .

9·
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
MERYL STREEP

Kramer
. :f.<;~
. . Krvs.
amer
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Giving
blood
•
ISeGS)t

Ne~~ing

1t1s .

hard.

R.ed Cross. The~ Neighbor.

HELP
STOP ADS

LIKE

THIS ONE.
By hiring a vet. that's right,
unemployment is still a
problem among veterans. A
problem you can solve by
providing on-the-job training. And all you pay is a
starting wage, because the
VA supplements the vet's
income.
For further details, please
call The National-Alliance
of Businessmen in yoµr city.
Or call (202) 254-7105.
Help America work.

Harris who developed and
·asse1:Jlbled twelve space-deployable antennas that will serve the
sophisticated satellites of the
TRW/Western Union/NASA
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
$ystem (TDRSS).
Harris who is expanding its
expertise in text editing and copy
processing into new applications
in office automation.
Harris who developed the
semiconductor industry's first 12bit digital-to-analog converter..
More than 7,800 people are
already contributing to state-ofthe-art projects like these at Harris
in Florida.
Designing, producing and
marketing in a professional
environment that encourages and
rewards contribution.
Participating in the worldwide growth of the communication ·a nd information processing
·
industry.
Harris in Florida. The stateof-the-art experience. It's your

future! .

Systems Group
Designs, develops and manufac-.
tures high technologr- electronic
equipment systemsJor a broad
spectrum of industrial and
government markets.
Analog Design
Antenna Design
Component Technology
Digital Design
Electromechanical Test
Mechanical Structures Design
RF Design .

Write to:
R. B. Jones, Manager
Professional Staffing, Harris
Systems Group Operations, P.O.
Box 37, Melbourne, Florida 32901.

Composition Systems
Designs, .develops and manufac.tures minicomputer and micro_processor-based systems to
automate text editing, copy processing and photocypesetting.
Expansion of existing product
lines had led to development of
office word processing systems.
Software Development
Digital pesign
Analog Design
Test Engineering
Write to:
M. Susan Gaffney
Harris Composition Systems
Division, P. 0. Box 2080,
Melbourne, Florida 32901.

Semiconductor Group
Designs, develops and manufactures a wide range of standard
and custom IC's for both industrial
·and government markets. ·
Electrical Engineer
Chemical Engineer
Materials Engineer
Physics Major
Computer Science Major
Write to:
Manager, Professional Staffing,
Harris Semiconductor, Box 883,
Melbourne, Florida 32901.

HARRIS
COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Harris in Florida. The state-of..:the-art experience.
-On Catnpus. Soon~
.See Your Placement Office Today. .

.·
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Governor~ committee to

propose guidelines for energy use

with popular appeal, explained Wod·
zinski.
THE PROFESSOR is doing exCan Florida come up with a comperiment.s in converting manure to
prehensive plan for the use and consermethane, a burnable fuel. He said
vatiof1 of our dwindling energy reserve
biomass conversion "is a local
which will be politically viable?
solution, feasible in certain areas only,
Rudy J. Wodzin~ki, UCF biology
and limited in scone."
professor, is one of 25 members of the
He explained th~ need for a comEnergy Resource Task Force created
prehensiv~ energy study. "Florida gets
qy Govenor Bob Graham and his
90 percent of its natural gas from the
Energy Office.
Board of Regents Chan·ce1lor E.T. ;pay field in the panhandle," which will
lose pressure in 198 3." This will result
York is the chairman of the Orlandoin a lower fuel yield .
. based Group I. Group 2 is based in
Solar energy is fine for limited uses,
Tallahassee.
saud Wodzinski, like home heating,
Over a five:-month period beginning
hut it cannot power cars as well as gas
last November, scientists, businessmen,
can.
sociologists and others will ~valuate
Florida's
tourist
economy
is
energy sources and uses comparing
petroleum-powered,
although
visitors
technology, costs, and public reaction.
require hotels and other goods and serThese speciali~ts will oµtlin~ a <:omvices which can draw power from
prehensive energy plan for the state,
other sources, said the professor.
said the microbiologist.
In addition to streamlining research
FLORIDA'S TOURIST influx and!
and energy policy, a plan will make it
population will increase as the
easier to obtain federal energy grants. · national population grows, thus
To obtain favorable responses to grant
requiring more energy each year to
requests, Florida must develop a plan
keep .the economy sound, he exp_lained.

by Doug Marks

staff writer

Heart ·
Disease.

Wodzinski c.ited areas needing
thorough study. For example, many
"home gimmicks," for fuel production
like alcohol stills are impratical on a
larger scale because of the availablilty
of materials.
Costs, availability an~ technology
all must mesh to produce an energy
plan we can live with, he went on, hence the reason for the diversity of
professions on tlie task force.
The force has met twice since last
November. They will meet six more

times, working from · a 22-page
guideline, dissolving on May 14, 1980.
"We're just getting 1started," said
Wodzinski. "The next meeting we'll be .
given areas for individual study."
Any energy plan will require an adjustment period, he said, and some will
suffer. People w_ith respiratory ailments may have their lifespans shortened
by stop and start_air conditioning. The
work of delicate machinery and scientific experiments need more than a
four-day week, he explained.

Coll)puters _ _ _ _ __

from page 3

Dr. Larry Cottrell, of the Computer
Not only will computers he used exScience Department, doesn't think
tensively ·in the classroom, but
computers will ever replace· humans.
Frederick Jorsees them }?eing as com"The machine itself exhibits no 'inmon in the home as a television set.
tellegence', on1y what man programs. it
"Humans won't be doing the same
to do," said Cottrell .
things they did 20 years ago .· The emMr. Ben Shneiderman, a computer
phasis will be on more intellectual acscientist
addressing a group of UCF
tivities," said Frederick.
computer
researchers at the Langford
The key to av~iding the computer
threat is increasing man's knowledge Hotel two weeks ago, said, "A com- ,
and his adaptability, according_ to puter is just a tool; that it is one sense,
· just paper and pencil," Cottrell said.
Frederick.

You can
live .
without it.
Give
Heart
Fund

CV
•

American Heart Association

Sup~ort

The Arts

That's
where
the people
are.

More
people
goto
museums
than play
tennis,
go
. bowling, ·
JOQ,

play softball,
·or go fishing.

!I

A Public Service of This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

National Endowment for the Arts

~

.

United Wily
.Special offer avail~ble, and ring orders taken at:
.

Place:
oate:

TOGETHER ...
To Help People

Time:

.

VILLAGE CENTER . .

·Friday, February 1
10:00-3:00

DEPOSITREQUIRED

I

$.~.oo

II

. lj

·Football coach
now paying job
UCF's Athletic Authority has voted to create a $23,400
job for next year's head football coach, and to create four
$2,000-2,500 assistant coaching positions.
Half of the head coacheS' salary will be paid for from
donations collected in fund-raising efforts, said Dr. Jack
O'Leary, UCF athletic director, and the other half will come
from the Athletic Department's budget.
The head coach will be required to spend half his time as a
public relations man and fund-raiser, according to the
proposal which the authority passed by a 3-1 margin .
Dqn Jonas, last .year's volunteer head coach, will be a
strong consideration, said O'Leary, but the job must be advertised to comply with state hiring practices. President
Colbourn will appoint a search committee composed of
various campus and community representatives.
O'Leary said the choice should be made by March I.
O'Leary is planning a I 0-game schedule next year, with
seven home games.
.
Some of the teams he is negotiating with are the University
of Georgia, Emory and Henry University and Savannah
State, also from Georgia.
Approval of O'Leary's athletic budget proposal will be
decided at the authority's Feb. 7 meeting .

Fuel

Brian LaPeter/Future

Read the writing on the wall

Students Anthony Thompson and Joan Schipper leave th~ir mark on a wall in the UCF
library-unfortunately destined to be torn down for library renovations.

~~~~------------~---------------~~------~---------------------------------------------------~~------------~------~~- frompage3

would produce methane gas which
retard spoilage, can also be extracted
would then be used for ~nergy.
and used for profit, said Scholla and
"Methane gas is exactly the same as
Wodzinski.
propane gas but it can't be compressed
THE SOLIDS left over after
in_to a liquid form like propane, unless
recycling can--with the addition of
much lower temperatures and higher · nitrogen, phosphate, and potassiumpressure are used," Scholla said.
be upgraded into a completely organic
In addition to the methane extracted- · fer ti Ii zer.
·
carbon
dioxide--which
can
be
Kaplan Industries, a beef factory
solidified into "dry ice", is used in carnear Bartow, has two "digesters/'
bonated beverages, and is used to spray
whi~h pr.oduce more than 430 kilowatfresh meats to cool them rapidly and
ts of electricity per hour, said project

manager L.W. Umstadter, at a
"Methane · and Other Vendable
Products from Animal Waste" conference held in June.
A similar plant using the cattle
droppings from the 28 dairies near
Lake Okeechobee is still in the talking
stage. The plant would pe profitable if
the manure was recycled completely
into fertilizer, carbon dioxide and electricity, claims Wodzinski.
At the conference held in June, Wod-

zinski said, "That plant might yield
almost a
$500,000 profit if the
manure is fully recycled."
Genarro, Wadzinski and Taylor
hope their research, along with that of
Sch.olla, Galzerano and Gillan, will
make that plant a working reality in
the near futme.

WE ARE NOW BUYING
We're looking for energetic hardware or software
engineers ... or hybrids ... who welcome immediate
"hands ..on''' involvement instead of a leisurely training
program·. If you're a graduate who feels you can function
best in an informal, project-structured, taskforce-oriented
environment that prizes innovative thinking and
wide involvement instead of narrow
·spec,ialization, arrange an on-campus
interview with us at once.

Coins - Stamps - Gold Silver - Jewelry - Paper .

Money - Class Rings

$

$

immediate cash

ORLANDO COINS & STAMPS
9804 East Colonial Drive
Union Park, Florida
PHONE 275-7300

Stretch
your mind
.and your

Visa/ MasterCharge Accepted
Also Lay-A-Way
WE Have a good supply of Coin and
Stamp Supples.
Variety of COLLECTOR PLATES

OPEN 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
~ ~

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

.. - - - - · C L I P T H I S A D · - - - - - ·

.

I

Fine Hair Styling for Men & Women

I

!
$ 7 OO I

0' llllAIH!jl
Shampoo, Cut
and Style.

•

517 S. Park Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Call (305) 647-6909 for-an appointment

1
I
I

I
--------~----J
GOOD THRU FEB.

CORAL REEF PUB
3910 Alafaya Trait

~·t,,i;,

Marlon Brando
"Godfather"
Dustin Hoffman
"Marathon Man"
Show Times 7:30-9:45
Mldnlte Shows Frill Sat
7 Ft. Big Screen
275-3052

~·~~

career
options
...at NCR/
Orlando.

We are a fast-expanding,
fast-paced division of NCR
that offers an ideal entry
to a high-momentum, total
systems computer
company that is second
in sales of computers
and.computer related
peripherals in the
industry. Not only are
we developing and
manufacturing NCR's
latest power supplies and
CRT modules q.nd newest
intelligent terminals, but
we're also developing a new
generation of projecfleaders
and managers.

On-Campus Interviews
Monday, Feb.18
Arrange a meeting with your placement office.
Or send~ resume and/ or letter outlining career
objectives to: Mr. Robert Opalek, Professional ·
Recruitment, NCR Corporation, Dept
, 584 S.
Lake Emma Rd, Lake Mary, Florida 32746.

Complete Computer Systems.

t

Com111ent
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U.S. must approach future with caution
When President Jimmy Carter suggested . wr------~-----~----~~---·· ·-·· · · ··-·- ·
might begin draft registration once again ,
Americans flew to opposite sides on their stands
concerning a possible draft. Some people feel that
all Americans should be willing to fight for their
country, and others .say Americans shouldn't haw
to go to war if they don't want.
One thing is certain, however. The very fact
TURN THE
that Carter believes the U.S. should reinstate the
O~ER C~EEK. .
draft registration suggests the country should lw'
BE
prepared for war .. Draft registration is the first
step in getting ready for this . move, and if thP ·
United States expects to able to defend itself during
a war anytime soon, the country will have\to make.
that move well ahead of time. Therefore, it rnav
not be a bad idea for the United States to take th<{t
step.
Americans cannot ov~rlook the fact that the international political 'scene is very restless, and thC'
country could become involved in a war wi.th the'
Russians or the Iranians. It i~ scary ·for everyone,
however, to think that the United States should
have to prepare for a war now. But we must lw
prepared because if we aren't, we could never be
expected to defeat another country or defend our
own.
....
Just because the world political scene is shaky,
politicians and military leaders should not
automatically assume we will have to go to war ,
though. -It is hard ·not to feel that we are bei·ng
prepared to go to war when the Presfdent is Editor:
who oppose the draft, or even the mere
On
Jan.
24
a
few
students
from
UCF
were
inregistration
for it. They recognize the obsuggesting draft registration. The next. step is thr
terviewed
by
.Eyewitness
News
in
regard
to
Carsoleteness
of
conventi0nal warfare, especially
draft, ·which implies the country needs stronger
ter's recent request of Congress, to reinstate the . when it involves two super .powers. Statements
armed forces for some reason. And that reason is .registration for the draft. Out of five inter- , rupporting; ·the use of conventional warfare _on th~
probably war.
.
i
_ viewed, only one didn't agree with the proposal. 'grounds of a ·supposed mutual agreement that
Americans do not want to go tc war, however, Eyewitness News made the mistaken statement would develop between the U.S. -and U.S.$ .R.,
and politica:I leaders should make all attempts to that UCF students favor Carter's measures .con- prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons based on
keep the country out of.one. Not only would a war cerning the draft. I'm writing to say, "yuess each country's "honor" and respect for the Earth's
survival, seem not only ·na.ive to me, but
disturb a peaceful era , but the military equipment again ."
· It~nly stands to reaso·~ ·th;t if that
There are a considerable amount of students absurd.
available today could destroy the world as WP _
one nation was injured in some respect
know it.
and could not go on fighting the war
This is not to say the United States should not be
conventionally, it woul d · deploy
prepared to defend itself, but neither should
~
nuclear weapons rather than be taken
~Llftl ·
over. In simple terms, nuclear warfare ,
American ~olitical leaders lead us into something . ftt'V•-~'• ·
is inevitable between America and the
like a ~~r_ until__ it . i.s ~bsolutely n_~cessary. Editor:
.,
S~viet Union, should a war break out,
A war is·often nothing but a senseless battle over
The residents of Orland_o who ·are attending UCF are being Using conventional warffire as a means
. egos of pol~tical leaders and pride and costs many ripped off by the Sp~sard Hollanq Expressway System.
to prolo~g the iile~itable 'is just stretch·
lives for often inane reasons. Unless it becomes Traveling the expressw'ay" twice a day, or maybe even more, "ing · ~he
.
can
get
pretty
expensiv~ when you're a student struggling
A
·new
consciousness
has developed,
imperative to protect the freedoms we have and
along financially ,
.
one
that
·abhors
·war
over
borders and
defend the country, we should avoid battle with
There are . .approximately 31 weeks in ~he three most- elected officials who scramble for
other nations. The price is too high ' .to· pay. attended quarters: fall, winter, and spring. Attending school

MORAL!

,

All students not in favor of draft
I

Ex·pre·ssway travel

eiYllAnciue tor ..lents

)

only four days a week for 31 weeks costs a m.inimuII) of
$49.60. If 1,000 of the 11,000-13,000 students that attend
The Editorial Board this university travel the expressway for those three quarters,
that makes a grand total of $49,600 .
"" ·
I'm sure that the Spessard Holland Expressway is paid off
by now and that they have enough money for maintenance
to last them another 20 years, considering UCF students .
! Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3'
aren'.t the only people who travel that route.
p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to be considered
The toll is going up to 25 cents per car soon , and I feel that
for the issue. Letters must bear the writer's signature and
something should be done for the students who have to pay
phone number. Nan:ies will be :withheld upon request. The
this outragious amount. Tickets or coupons could be issued
Future reserves the right to edit l~tters.
to the students who present UCF I.D. or maybe a special lane
could be opened .at the toll booth for students to go through
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 21816.
upon presenting their I.D. Something can be done. No matEditorial office phone: 275-2601. Business office phone:
ter what it is, it will help. ·
275-2865.
Everyone who has attended college knows'of the financial
situation and how hard it is to meet m~ny of these needs.
This public document was promulgated at an annual c~st-of
The
expresswC\y toll just adds to this. A student should have
$78,893 or 6. 7 cents per copy to inform the university
to
pay
for his education, but he shouldn't have to pay to get
community. Annual advertising revenue of $56.893 defray
to the education .
72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through
Lynn Tyree
the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the student
~government of the University of Central Florida.
~
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po\.\:'er and greed for._prestige. During
Vietnam, I heard a neighbor say simply, "If people don't fight, how can .
there. be a war?" No other quote
.seemed more suitable for this situation.
I think it's time for ·the community to
open . its eyes and condemn- Carter's
request for the· reinstatement of the
registration for draft. And it is way
over time for the church system to quit
their hypocritical ways of reproaching
murder and cpndoning war, instead of
denouncing it.
·
One can no longer live on apathetic,
self-indulgent existance or elect narcissistic candidates to office, who are
concerned only with their own well
being and the ·maintenance of an impenetrable government screen to
whom the individual has no real access
or knowledge. One cannot remove
himself from government and not expect to get burned .
Brian W. Kellogg

Th e Futu rp is published weekly, fall win-""""'
ter and sprin g and biweekly in the sum mer
at th e University of Central Florida. ft is
writt<>n and edi ted by studen ts of the University with offices in the A rt CompLPx on Ubm
Drive.
Opinions expressPd in the Future are thos~
of thP <'ditor or.the icriter of thP article. and
not nl'crssarily those o/ thr Board ·of
Puhlirntion·s. Uni.i:Prsity Admini. tration, o~
Board of Regn1ts.
·

1·
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More letters

Students who won't support U.S. war are selfish

amount of people for research, development, and Clearing wine fields, for instance. There really are no
Editor:
handling of these nuclear weapons? With proper plush jobs.
In the Jan. 18, 1980 issue of the Future there aptraining and education, anyone can survive a nuclear
peared an article writteo by Mr. Fred Lee in regards
There will be more "Vietnams," and we had better
war as well as biological and chemical warfares. get used to it. Since both sides are afraid to push the
to a survey or poll taken among university students if
they would take up arms against the U.S.S.R. or Iran. This isn't fantasy but fact, ~tudents. It can be done, button, you will have to fight counterinsurgency conI'm not surprised one bit about the selfishness ex- Individuals who subscribe to the theory that there's .flicts.. It takes continuous training and education in
pressed by the majority of students who wouldn't nothing you can do are no good t-o anyone because dealing with this type of warfare. The person trained
take up arms even if they were called up. This type of they quit at the first sign of resistance.
must also have patience and understanding in dealing
The marines I served with in Vietnam were no dif- with whoever he/she comes in contact with .
attitude is a carry over from the 70's-the "me"
generation or "what's in it for me" attitude. It's ferent than the students polled, and if this sort of·
The strength of the people in the USA must be
· really sad that this type of belief still lingers on in this defeatist attitude had been in my unit, more marines strengthened once again by wilJp.ower and vigilance.
would have gotten killed. But because we were V\'.e must be willing to sacritice, it need be, our lives
· country.
I served in I Corps in Vietnam with the U.S. Marine marines and swore an oath to uphold the country to keep our freedoms. You can't have the few and
Corps, as well as serving on embassy duty following (eyen though there was disagreement among us in my weak fight for conceited and selfish . who are µnmy Vietnam tour. I can talk from experience. To the unit over the handling of the war), we did our job willing to fight. Everyone must fight for their "stake
majority of students whq feel their lives aren't worth faithfully and with pride. I didn't receive any awards in society."
I would like to leave those students who feel "their"
the sacrifice, my advice is to look at any conflict in or ma~ches coming home, but I still would do it
history and find where any conflict is justified. So again, not because I like it but because of the country life is so precious with. a statement that has become
and our people.
·
don't feel left out.
.
famous to the marines who served in Vietnam. it was
During times of war, everything revolves around written on a C-ration box by an unnamed U.S.
The majority of marines I came fnto contact with
the infantryman, rifleman, or just plain "grunt." Marine during the seige of Khe Sanh in 1968 and is
didn't volunteer for Vietnam but went and did their
duty; By the end of April 1975, 98 percent of the You will be directly involved in corp.bat whether now enshrined at Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps
marine corps had been in Vietnam either as a "grunt" -you like it or not, we all know what engineers do in in Washington, D.C. "For those who fought for it;
or flyer . Why don't ·the U.S. and U.S.S.R., for combat. They just don't sit around and build dams life has a special flav-0r the sheltered will never know.
Robert A. Lynn
example, just disband their armies' and keep a small and buildings all day, but help with demolitions and

Writer experiences frustrating first quarter
Editor:
I would like to share some of my
trying moments in my first quarter
here at UCF with fellow students. I
don't know if everybody has been in
the situations which I have or if it is
just because· I l<fst my lucky rabbit's
foot a week before classes began.
On my first day here I discovered
that there's a game you can play bet~
ween classes. The object is to walk
from one end of campus· to the other
.without being drenched by a sprinkler.
So· far, no one has made it. But, don't

Withmorewat~rhitting

giveuphope.
the walkways than the grass, the
sidewalks should be getting larger~
thus enabling more walking room. So
try it next time you don't feel like going
to the grease pit. Huh? Oh, I mean the
Knights Den.
A change of names is taking place
around here. No, it's not the university
again.
This time it's stude~t
organizations. Yep, that's right, they
are now student unorga~izations.

Sources say this is to better fit the way
things get done around here. I've had
my experiences with these people. The
top man takes a two-hour lunch at ten ·
o'clock in the morning.
·
And you rieed financial aid, you say?
Well, no problem. Just fill out the 200
forms they hand you and then sit back
and watch them lose all your records
like they did mine. And while on
financial aid, let me cue yo~ in on
some information.
The bank I'm getting _my loan from

requires a letter of registration, stating
that I am registered for the next quarter. Then they (the bank) sends the
check. But, the Records Department
here at UCF won't send the letter to the
bank until I have paid my tuition. If I
could pay my tuition, I wouldn't need
a loan. So, what am I supposed to do?
Take out another loan to pay my
tuition with so I can get a letter of
registration? So I can get my loan to
pay my tuition? No, that's not a Typo.
That just seems to be the w.~Y thiI!_g~ _

.

get done around here--in circles.
I must· include one positive ·note,
though. Athletic:wise the university is
great. Oh, what's that you say there,
Don? You want to run track. Well,
maybe they did omit that. I inquired
about a varsity track program and was
told that the earliest projected dat~ for a track program was still I 0-12 years
away.
But I love to run track. And I can't
afford to move away to a college
which has a track team. How about
Frustration, page H -

Auditorium could use-energy more efficiently
Editor:
I would like to submit an example of
how the university is using more power
than needed. The issue is the lighting
used in the Engineering Auditorium.
From my observations, I've concluded that the auditorium is lighted
by approximately sixty I 00-watt
bulbs. These bulbs could be replaced
by approximately thirty-four, 40-w~tt

florescent cool bulbs. By doing this,
you get better lighting and you r-educe
the power used. The present lights use
approximately 6,000 watts of energy
and the florescent bulbs would use
approximately l ,360 watts of energy,
using only one-fom:-th the original
power used now.
There is also a greC!-t deal of heat
given off by incandescent bulbs

requiring the air conditioning .to run
more · to cool the temperature of the
rooJil.
By using the cool watt florescent bulb, there is hardly any
heat given off. As a r~sult, the building
would not need to be air conditioned as
much
This is jµst one of ,the many things
the university could do to cut back in
en.~~gy.
Wayne J. Hampton

ENERGY. _
·
We can.' t afford to waste it.
Listen To The Music!
T~~rsday Night's Just For
You
-)'~

~

The Orange
.Quarter Welcomes ·
UCF's
Todd Suneteen
Draft Beer 50¢ with
UCF I.D.
Put your books away, grab a friend, and come on
down to the Orange Quarter. Enjoy the tunes by the
light of the moon in our outdoor garden cafe. No
cover. No minimum. Luncheon and dinner specials,
too!

01·an~ quarter
and Shops

~

Downtown
Orange Avenue at Washington Street
2 Restaurants • Open Every Day 8 AM 'til Midnight
8 Shops e Open Daily 10 AM 'til 9 PM e Sunday Noon 'til 5

t
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Homecoming 1980

Ph·o tosby
Brian LaPeter
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Homecoming is a time at UCF that
brings students closer together. This year's
Homecoming, "Knights and Dolls: A
Roaring Salute to the ZO's," was one of the
most suceessful the campus has seen. The
Pikes, winners of the large group competition in the Bong Show, showed their
spirit at the annual parade (far left).
Amrah Moore got into the sp_irit of~
Homecoming all decked out in a "flapper" t
costume (bottom left).
.
This year's winni.ng King and Queen
are Lambda Chi's Steve Simmons and
AFROTC's
Karin
Cooke
(right).
Homecoming-week was highlighted by a
bonfire and a 'ZO's ·style speakeasy, complete with a raid by a group of K~ystone
cops. Julies Anderson (below right) cheers
on the festivities that culminated in a win
by. the Knight basketball team.
This is the last ba'Slcetball Homecoming
at UCF. Next year Homecoming will be
held during football season.

-
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Sights·aud Sounds
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local band exhibits
vast· talent ·

album entitled "How Many Chances."
The album is expected to be released
early this summer with a single coming
A lot of bands will ·have a few really
out shortly after that.
dedicated people with average talent,
Because the vast ampunts of talent
but Transatlantique plays with heart
seen in the members of the band, the
and soul. They played to a crowd on
combination of personalities is also
the VC Green as part of the Homenstunning.
coming activities Jan. 25.
"We're all a little bit crazy," Kubik
Transatlantique has been together as·
said. Bobby Little, who plays lead
a six-member group for about two
guitar, claims that "no one else will
years now . Before that, members of
have us."
the band had played in other groups.
When asked who in the band was the
Today, the closeness and talent .they
· possess enable them to perform com- , most ·sincere Greg Googins, the 9ther
'drummer chirped up with "Oh, I am!"
plicated material with intense energy
"IF YOU mean sincere about the
and feeling. And now they are ready to
direction
of the band, we are all sinbreak out and move on.
cere about that," said Kubik. "We are
"We are looking for ~hat big break,"1
all pushing for the same thing. No
said Larry Miller, one of· the two
on~ really wants t-0 be a plummer."
drummers.
"Every band has to get dowi:i to
TRANSATLANTIQUE WAS the
business:
Micky (Gaworecki, keyboard
idea of Neil Kubik, ba~s player and
artist) is our organizer and stickler for
lead singer. "I saw it on a French
getting everything just so," said Miller.
travel poster and stole it. Actually,
"Everybody has a little something we
when I thought of it, we were a
need."
Holiday Inn-type band,.and since then
"Alex, (Moore, guitarist) is the
our image has changed. The name
shyest, but I. don't know, he's snea_ky,
doesn't fit us anymore, but tough
though," said Miller.
_
bananas!"
"Vje always get the question, why
Today their image is of a "tast11ful
two drummers?'
Well, it's really
rock band." as Kubik put it. They
because it really makes a difference. In
play material by Steely Dan, Styx·,
recording, it really gives a full sound,"
McCartney and Wings, and of course,
said Kubik.
Beatles. They also do some country
Trina Smith, who used to ·sing in the
and southern rock tunes.
band, now operates the light show.
"What we are trying to do now is get
Transatlantique will play at the
Ol:lr own style together, getting- alot of
Point After this month and then at the
originals together," said Miller. "We
Best Western in Kissimmee for two
aren't really styled to ourselves yet, but
months. With the right combination of
we are working on it."
good breaks and their special talents,
AT THIS point they have about 10
Transatlantique could prove to be an
or 11 original songs t0 their credit,
important part of the Central Florida
which will be included on their first
music scene.
by Marti Franklin

conbibutfns writer

Alex· Moore (left), and Neil Kubick of Transatlantique entertain
during Homecoming celebrations on the Village Center Green Jan.
25. Developing their own style is one of the goals. of the talented Central Florida band.

'Tlie J8rk' lampoons story
of rags to riches to rags
by Carol Arnold
•t.ff writer

"What do you think- I am.... some
kind of Jerk?" questions Steve Martin
as Navin Johnson in "The Jerk."
Just what kind of jerk Steve Martin is
is unveiled in his 90-minute film,
which is
written by Martin, Carl
Gottlieb, and Michael Elias. A very
funny jerk, that's what.
In the opening scene, Johnson is
found slumped in an alley, nursing
cheap wine, hugging his thermos and
proclaiming he has found true happiness.
Although this does not consititute the
makings of a real jerk, the scenes that
follow do. "The Jerk," the story of a
rags to riches millionare, is indeed the
story of a true jerk.
LACED, WITH slapstick humor, a
good dose of satire, sight gags and sex
jokes that border on crudity, "The
Jerk" will proivide a short escape into
the world of comedy, but one that
fadeswith time.
Navin Johnson begins, "I was born a
p00 b-lack child." After discov.ering
that 'he's ifferent, the adopted child of
a black sharecropper decides to go out
into the world to make his wealth.
Martin's comic style shines through
from the first scene to the last,_
although Martin does not use his "wild
and crazy" voice and only does his
famous JGng Tut dance ~n the disco
scene.

DIRECTED BY. Carol Reiner, "The
Jerk" is produced by David Picker and
William McEuen, and has a long list of
actors but features a handful of stars.
Bernadette Peters plays Martin's
leading lady, a pretty cosmetologist
who steals Navin's heart away from
Patty Bernstein. Bernstein, played by
Catlin Adains, is a sexy, feisty motorcyclist from a circus.
Mabe King stars as Martin's mama.
Bill Macy plays Stan Fox, the man
who bring~ ~eahh and fame to Navin,
and Jackie Mason portrays Harry Hartounian, Martin's first employer in a
gas station.
From life on the farm to living in the
· store room at the gas station, to "finding his special purpose" in a trailer at
a circus with a feisty circus motorcyclist, to owning a Hollywood mansion, "The Jerk" is a fast paced movie.
"The Jerk" jumps through incidents in
Navin's life like corn-popping, slow
and small at first, then rapid and
eratic. It makes the viewer wonder,
"What's next?"
"The Jerk" is rated "R," probably
due to the language and implied sex.
But the jokes have a bit more taste than
any of Mel Brookes' products.
One advantage Martin has is the
amount of talented, if not famous actors, surrounding him. "Jerk" also is
given slight substance with the
satirical scenes of the quest for the
Great American Dream and the allpopular "Happy Endipg."

Winter AMA Molocrosr !erin
/

UCF Theatre begins
performanc,s

· UCF's Theat~e will present their first performance of "Gaslight" Feb. 7. A
special coupon is printed below for students.
"Gaslight" tells the demoniac story of the Manninghams of Angel Street. Under
the guise of kineliness, handsome Mr. Manningham is torturing his ~ife into insanity.
accuses her of petty aberrations that he has arranged himself; and since
her mother died of insanity, she is more than half convinced that she, too, is going
out of her mind.
While her diabolical husband is out of the house, a benign police inspector visits
her and ultimately proves to her that her husband· is a maniacal criminal suspected
of a murder committed 15 years ago in the same house: he convinces her that her
husband is preparing to dispose of ·lier and then starts the game of trying to uncover
the necessary evidence against Mr. Manningham.

He

WDIZ
ROCK 100
See Mini Race With
WDIZ Disc Jockeys
Winner To Draw For A
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FREE•••coUPoN···FREE
Compliments of The FUTURE and The UNIVERSITY THEATRE!
The UNIVERSITY THEATRE Presents
-GAS LIGHT

.
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Students: Bring a guest of your choice with this coupon good for one
FREE ad-mission, accompanied by a UCF student with I.D. to the Sdence
Auditorium one of these' dates; Feb. I, 8, 9, 14, 1-5 or f6 at 8:30 p.m.
·
curtai"' time.
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Amateur Races Sat. Feb. 9th
ORLANDO SPORTS STADIUM

llTllHCU RACEWAY

YAMAHOPPER
Donated By
YAMAHA
Of
SEMINOLE/ORLANDO
To Be Given Away To
Lucky Ticket Holder
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isn't a German invention. But Hitler
felt it was not enough to merely blame
the Jews for losing World War I. He
felt something had to be done."
Jacobsen also said he believes the
younger generation didn't re~lize tha
aims of Nazi Germany. Most people in
the l 930's believed Hitler was bigger
and better than Bismark.
Some
believed him to be the greatest
politician of German history, he said.
The second period in the persecution
of the Jews were the years 1938-41 .
"Once again, Germans wouldn't and
<'Ouldn't believe that depor.tation and

evacuation of the Jews was a threat, ··
Jacobsen said.
"Many Jews even
believed that Hitler wouldn't hurt
the~ because . they were Germans,
too.,
· THE FINAL period took pface in
1941-45. In these years, there was not
only the deportation but the murder of
Jews. It was during this period that
Jacobsen firnt learned what had happened.
"The aim of the Nazi Party had been
discovered," Jacobsen said, '.'It was a
logical consequence of the Nazi
prog~m from 1~20_-_4~ To establish a

Energy -_-------·------~

from.page 1

"SALARY SAVINGS would normally go to the college departments," saici
Goree to be used as they see fit, He -emphasized the various departments w~uld
still h~ve options on how the money should be used, as. well as "how they _want to
help with the energy funding." When asked if alternative sourc~s were bemg considered, Goree said Salary Savings Funds is expected to be the pnm~ry source.
To save money, the new Student Union and Health Center are _bemg c~nstructed
in compliance with Florida energy efficien~y gui~elines, said architect, Bob
VanKay. <;;eneral requirements include rr_i~re ~nsulation, lo~er m~ttage levels and
closer monitoring of heating and air cond1tionmg use, he said.
. .
"We are reusing plans of the present dormitories, but are re~ism~ them for
energy efficiency in the new dormitories," indicated .Bill Morns, <lirector of
operations analysis.
IF AFFORDABLE, Morris noted the possible installation of dou.ble~p~ned glass.
Controlling heating and air condition_ing use _through smaller md1vidual room
units rather than suite control is also bemg considered.
. .
Morris also noted the architects' pl~ns for aligning the bmld1~gs for_natural ventilation . . Solar panels were considered, but cost consultants said they are not cost
effective, said Morris.
·
. .
According to Richard V. 'N euhaus ?f. th_e .:hysical Plant, .ongmal campus
buildings ·were built before "energy eff1c1ency. . was even . cons1.dered. Neuhaus
said the 60-horsepower unit in 'the gymnasium burns about 45 kilowatts per hour
'!and that can run into alot of money."
..
. .
ANOTHER BUILDING which uses quite a bit of power on a relative basis is the
computer science building, noted Neuhaus. Neuhaus explained it ~s ~ecessary for
._
cool air "round the clock" tp .prevent the comp.u ters from mal~u~ctionmg.
Neuhaus pointed out that. the Humanities and Fine Arts bu1ldmg has struct~ral .
deficiences which cause it to use more energy because _the greater part of the
,building is not enclosed.
·
.
· 6 000
According .to Pe'g gy Smith of the Physical Plant, ·UCF has averaged 1
kilowatts of ele.ctricity. each month for the past six·months . . '!'he average price P~~
kil~~att-hour was .0447 cents, :smith said:· Natural gas has Jumped from .17 to 2
cents per therm, be said. ·.
·
·
· · .
l
d
"Duty cycling" of the air conditioners an~ heaters ls the on1y rea step towar
·mmP.rv::1ti'on that the universitv has taken, said Goree.

new racial order, one must first destroy
those circumstances may no longer be
the enemy."
unique.
"Something is to be learned from
Fifty million Germans saw the
1979 telecast of "The Holocaust."
"The Holocaust," Jacobsen said. ''We
THE SHOW caused people to relate.
treat our minorities badly.
One
to ident~fy with what happened. It -doesn't think so much of the
may not be easy to identify with five
minorities. Jn · Hitler's Germany, the
million dead people, but it becomes • minorities and enemies of the state
easier with the story of the Family
were the Jews, the Communists and the
Weiss," Jacobsen said.
gypsies. While we can learn from the
series, even it could not show the
Jacobsen said many Germans
ignored the murder of Jews because
reality, the full horror."
they were concerned over their own
Jacobsen estimated that one-third of
fate and problems.
th~ 1,000 he received in response to
Pauley a~ded when JapeneseGermany's ~'Holocaust" airing were
Americans were put in relocation
negative and accusatory.
"Many
camps during World War II, the
pe1Jple aren't convinced it happened.
Th~y accused us of believing in
American public didn't respond.
legends," he said.
Justification of the killing was also
brought about through Hitler's view of
Jacobsen has also taught at Gerthe Jews as being sup-hu~an, Jacob- ·many's Army Academy, written extensively about World War II, a'n d given
sen~~aid. A colleague of Jacobsen has
declared bluntly that the Jews were
lectures throughout California .
thought to be non-human.
The UCF seminar was the first of its
SOCIETAL CONDITIONS helped
kind under the new Quality Improvement Program. The funds of the
the spread of Nazism, according to
Jacobsen.
Germans didn't believe
program enable the unvlersity to at· Mein Kamp.f, and the Nazis didn't
tract
international
scholars
as
reveal long range plans, he said.
speakers. Under this program. more
Jacobsen said he believes it was a
~.eminars ~ill b~ planned.
unique s_!!uation at thP· timP· however.
fron:i page 3
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Salciries

"I haven't received any fqrmal complaints about wages," said Director of Personnel
Services, Robert T. Schaal. Schaal works with the career service personnel, comprised
of 660 employees fiiling non-faculty, non-administrative and non-teaching positions.
Smith said the average w~ge of such employees was $10, 719, with no funds presently
·
set aside for salary increases.
In September 1979, career service personnel statewide received an an,nual $600 increase with six months of university employment.
.
Keith noted the average statewide career service salary is approximately $11,950
annually.
Stem said no new faculty....would be recruited this year, even though UCF enrollment
has increa.sed .considerably. Both Stern and Smith agreed there probably wo1:-1ld not be
an increase in tuition to compensate.for :fuller work loads resulting from increased
~d~nt pop~latioh .. ·
·
·
'
.
Stated Stern, ~ 'WE (UCF-UFF) think that-Pi:esident Colbourn is sensitive t.p.the issue
and will .do his best 'to aµgment faculty salaries jn ·any way possible, ~iven the constraints of the legislature.''....
·
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Here are 5 good reasons Why
you shoUld call Criterion:

.
1

CONVENIENT PAYMENT PIANS

Criterion· has several plans to
make it easier to pay .for your car
insurance.

FLA. SOUTHERN TICKETS·· available today to students, one per ID. ·
PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND - Feb. 2, 8 p.m. Tupperware

Igt~~!fi~~~;1~~~=:~~1:~;:;·::::n:~;~~~fg ::~:~r-

2

RAlES BASID ON YOUR
DRIVING RECORD
Your rates will be determined on
an individual basis including your
driving record.

I

3

COUNIRYWIDE ClAIM SERVICE
With a network of 2,500 claim
repre5entatives throughout the
U.S. and Canada, you're protected
whereuer you drive.

o:;

'~'

~~
0·

'"'

\I
\\)

~

ship cards for Rosies. Stop by a nd save! ·
.
·
.
YEARBOOK-Sales are going fast so order your 1980 yearbook today!
Only 280 yearbooks remain. Cost is only $ l l .00.
BABYSITTING AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE-Available to
students who wish to ea rn extra cash part-time or need these services.
LAMINATING SERVICE-W e la minatr phot<~s, cliplo~rns, and
do cum ents on wood palques ?, t th e low('st cost avail able.

4

MONEY SAVING DEDUCTIBLES
Criterion offers several higher
deductibles which can save you
money on Comprehensive and
Collision coverage.

5

DEPENDABLE PROTECTION
Criterion is a financially strong
company which has specialized in.
auto insurance since 1961.
CALL TODAY
C~ll64S·n88
Jim Rlchardsm1
3131 Corrine Drlve.1 Ortllflclo, F.la.

Centralized Services is located in the Village Cen·
ter, Room2 17. Ph-275-2191.
Mon·Thurs. from 9a.m. to 8p.m.
Friday from 9a.m. to 7p.m.

Criterion lnsu:l ance CoDlpilny
1

:.·

-::

AUTO INSURANCE SPECIALISTS SINCE 1961
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you are pleased with how things are
Voicing your opinions is the only way
already , before they change them on
SCC? No, I mean a college. · "Well,
And now quoting straight from the
anything will change around here,
you .
that's a tough break kid, sorry."
horses mouth.
Don Parker
and it is the only way p~~le wi~I know
And that's that. This seems to be the
"Cross countrv is the cheapest to
organize. Just give the kids tee shirts
way things are from the administrative
point of view. But, there was a chance
and pay so~e fa~ulty member $600 to
for the administration to start a track
coach them. And let them run."
program here at UCF. You see", the
To get serious for a moment,
university needs six varsity teams to
it's a shame some of us have to be
qualify for something or another (I
deprived of doing what we really liked
don't have the exact details). Well,
to do by some non-caring adminstrative personnel.
.
UCF only has five. And subtracting
five from six on a piece of scratch
Thanks for listening. and if you have
Famous 19th Century
paper, they (the administration) con
any gripes about your own hapAmerican Agnostic
eluded that they needed one more varpenings, don't be afraid to be heard,
"I do.not believe that Christ ever claimed
sity sport. The choice was between
even if there is something that you are
to be divine; claimed to be inspired; claimed
cross ~nnntrv. or vou guessed it. track.
vP.rv nlP.::ic:P.cl with for that mattP.r.
to work a miracle. In short, I believe
he was an honest man."
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Managing Editor

I

Are you:
•A Journallsni major or
someone with
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training?

•Are you skilled in
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•Do you want to gain
practical experience
in an exciting job?

If so, submit an
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to Deanna Gugel
as soon as possible.

Call 275-2601
for an appointment
and more information.
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More groups participated in Homecoming 1980
by Deanna Gugel

crowining of the Hor_necomi~g King and
Queen at the basketball game against
UCF's last Homecoming during a
Eckerd College Saturday night.
basketball season was a success
Karin Cooke, AFROTC's candidate,
because many organizations became was crowned queen, and Steve Siminvolved in the festivities, said mons _Qf_ L~mb~ _ghl Al.pha -.W<l:S
Homecoming Chairman, Kim Albrit- named Homecoming King.
ton.
Lambda Chi Alpha also took firsr· "I thought it was a good place in the large group category for
Homecoming because we had more the overall spirit competition, spirit
groups otitside of the Greeks par- competition for the Saturday night
ticipating," she said. "After all, that 1s' game, and float categories. Pi Kappa
one of the purposes--to draw the school
together."
UCF' s next Homecoming will be
hel~ during f9otball season, during the by Diane Taylor
first two weeks of November, said •hltf writer
In an effort to alleviate traffic and
Alb.ritton.
Officials had hoped to
schedule Homecoming 1980 during parking problems at . UCF, Student
UCF's first football season, but there Government has purchased three 16was not enough time to prepare for the passenger buses.
celebration.
The buses will be used to shuttle
Even though the time schedule for people from centr~l local areas to the
the celebration will be different, c_am_EUS,_according to Student CovernAlbritton said she thinks this _year's Jment Comptroller Dave Lenox.
Homecoming set traditions for the ·
"They (the buses) will probably run
future. "I think the downtown parade on · an hourly basis," said Lenox.
got off to a good start, and that cer- "We're looking into the possibility of
tainly will be a tradition from now using them as a shyttle to area a'P.artment complexes, too." '
on," she said.
The
theme
for
this
year~s
Mike Spinnato of the Physical Plant
Homecoming was "Knights and Dolls: called Student Body president ArmanA Roaring Salute to the 20's." The . do payas when he heard about the bus
highlight -. of the festivities was the sale. Payas and Lenox then went to
editor In chief

Alpha and Air Force ROTC tied for competition for the Saturday night
second place in the large group com- game and in the Bong Show. Delta
petition of overall spirit and Zeta Tau Tau Delta took second place in overall
Alpha took third place.
spirit for the small group category, and
Pi Kappa Alpha took first place in _Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha Tau
the large group competition in the Omega tied for third place.
Bong Show, and Zeta Tau Alpha took
Sigma Alpha Epsilon took first place
first pla.ce in the Speakeasy awards. in the float competition for the small
In the small group category, Tau group category, and Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Epsilon took first place in the took first place in the small group
overa_ll spirit competition, in the spirit category fo~ the Speakeasy.

SG to shUttl8 students across .campus

UCF engineer pUlls strings,
obtain$ bus purchase deal
by Sandra E. Wing
freelance wetter

At first glance, buying eight Mercedes-Benz buses may seem like an extravagance for UCF. B.ut at second glance, it's a deal that is just too good to refuse.
. The I !;)7 4 buses are being purchased from the surplus supply of the Depar~
ment of Transportation. The diesel-powered buses have air-conditioning ·automatic transmission and hold 16 passengers.
According to Mike Spinnato, al'hysical Plant engineer, UCF is getting the buses
for only $3,000 ea~h. "All buses .am reserved for us," said Spinnato. "We have
gotten oral permission from the Bureau of W e1:tercraft and Motor Vehi.cles to get
them, and have fi_lled out the purchase order to DOT for the amount agreed
upon ." . ·
_
The buses originally cost around $45,000 and are r:iow going for $80,000 on the
market, ac.cording to Spinnato. · He said UCF is able to get them ?t such a good
price because it is a tax-supported agency.
'Tm very fortunate to have sympathetic friends in Tallahassee, who let me
know they we~e available," explained Spinnato. "If there is anything available, I
can get it."
He went to a drawer and pulled out a folder three inches thick. "Would you like
to see what else I've gotten for .the school?" he asked, proudly showing off hsts of
Bus purchase, page 20 .

·WARNING:

Th~ IvoryTower
· 1s aboutto ··

collapse.

It'., your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now? Because, the
· older you get the mor.e it costs. And next
year, it's all up tc you. Find out
about CollegeMaster.

Tampa to inspect the buses.
TO PURCHASE the vehicles, Payas
contacted John Philip Goree, vice
president of business affairs, to obta,in
a loan.from the University Decal Fund.
The money will be repayed later
through .the · Activity and s.e rvice fee
account.
Accor ding to _Lenox; Goree went
ahead and purchased the buses for
Student Government free of charge.
"We sayed tens of thousands of
doilars by purchasing these buses,"
Lenox said. "We had an opportunity
to buy a $30,000 trolley car that
would carry more people, but the price
was a little steep."
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT is
looking into carpooling and rum1i~g a

bus line to UCF
-Student Government is also working
on a long-term developi:nent of Lake
Claire, Lenox said.
Lenox, chairman of the development
committee, said plans include cleaning
the beaches, adding barbecue pits and
foil iage and increasing parking
facilities:
This year $5000 has qeen 'allocated
for development.
Lenox said the
money ·was to-be invested in architectural design for development, among
other things .
.
The development committee contacted the Hoag-Wismar 'Architectural
Firm which has previously worked for
the university. Don Allisop of the firm
SG, page 20
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to the brothers & i
i~ sisters of Lambda :~
i Chi Alpha for taking :
i . first .place in
i
i~ Homecoming 1980 i+
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CONGRATULATIONS
·Delta Tau Delta
'Ho.mecoming Second Place
Spirit Award
From,
Arnie Ray

Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster~
Field 'Associate in your area:

. The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
Would like to congratulate the Homecoming
Committee on a ·great Homecoming week
with a special congratulations to Lambda
Chi Alpha and Tau Kappa Epsilon f.o r their
success throughoutthe week.
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Sports
Knights bounce back on winning track
Future
February 1, 1980

by Fred Lee
1taff wrtter

A standing-room-only Homecoming crowd of 2,802 was treated to two completely different halves of basketball ~aturday night in the'UCF gym.
.
- The first half saw the lead change or be tied 23 times, ending with the Knights
clinging to a 34-32 lead. In tl~e second h~lf, UCF put its' offense into high gear
and rolled to a 68-55 Sunshine State Conference victory over tiny Eckerd College.
The win ups their record to 17-1 overall and 2-1 in the conference.
It was the Ruben Cotton show in the second half. The 6-l junior forward scored
only two of his 15 points in the period, but more importantly ignited a rally which
allowed UCF to roll up 53-42 lead. He started things by blocking a shot and
firing a long pass to Bo Clark for an easy layup. On another play, he delighted the
crowd by slamming home a shot_that yvas bouncing around the rim.
But the first half was a different story. Led ~y the strong inside play of 6-5 center
Brad Bolton, Eckerd stuck right with the Knights. Bolton and forward Keith
McLachlan each scored eight points in the period.
"My kids saw this team lose by 18 to Rollins and thought they were good," said
UCF Coach Torchy Clark.
The tritons starte off strong, breaking UCF's early full-court press and jumping
off to a 6-2 lead. The outside shooting of Pete Krull and Cotton kept the lead tet'
tering from side to side, however.
Paul Haas hit the final two of the half for UCF, and the Knights headed for the
dressing room leading 34-32.
·1t was sheer survival in the second half. With the elbows and players flying, the
referees decided enough was enough and started calling the fouis ciosely.' ~rchy
Clark erupted after several calls. ·
On one play, Bo Clark was knocked into the goal support after driving for a
layup. Coach ·clark had visions of a similar incident two years before, which left
his son with a concussion. "That's my son!" he yelled repeatedly at the officials.
Bo Clark got up to finish with 14 points, trailing Gerald Jones with 16 and
Ruben Cotton's 15. Brad Bolton led Eckerd with 15 points. Keith McLachlan added 14 points and hauled down 13 rebounds, while Pete Anton scored 12.

a

Lady Knights capture
Flagler Tourney title
by Patti Linzy
1taff writer

Strong performances by Tudor
·Mcintyre, Dale Zimmerman, and
Laura Smith sparked the UCF
women's basketball team to its second
consecutive
Flagler
Tournament
championship last weekend.
The Lady Knights opened the tourney with a 73-64 win over host Flagler
as Smith poured in 31 points. Mcintyre
hit seven of eight shots from the floor
·a nd added two fre.e throws for a 16point total, before leaving the game
early in the second half with a twisted
ankle.
·
Second-seeded UCF then manhandled top seed University of South
Florida 76-56 in the finals to successfully defend . its title. Freshman
forward Mcintyre returned to action
to lead the Lady Knight offense with
19 points, while Zimmerman bucketed
17 and Sonya Manley added 11 for the
winners.
Coach Nancy Sirmons felt her team
went to Flagler ready to play ball.
"They played a very, very good tournament. They were extremely wellpsyched and just really ready for each
game."
·
.
Just prior to th~_tournament, senior

D~bbie- Wilson was lost due to an injury for the second time this season.
She was elbowed in the face during a
practice session and suffered a broken
nose. Wilson had just returned to action in January after sustaining a
broken bone in her arm in the season
opener. She will prob~bly be out for
the remainder of the season, according
to Sirmons.
In a contest marked by . ~loppy officiating and rough play, UCF rolled
to a 97-41 · romp over visiting St. .Leo
College last Tuesday night.
Two St. Leo players had f~mled out,
and the head coach had drawn two
technical fouls before the free-for-all
ended.
Zimmerman led the Lady Knights
with 24 points, while Meg Fahey pumped in 14, and Marcie Swilley added
12.
The a~mospher~ between the two
teams was teµse throughout the game
as the St. Leo coach and several of his
_players made comments after the
game, accusing the Lady Knights of
running up the 'score. However, with ·
the exception of leading scorer Laura
Smith, who's still nursing a. sprained
ankle, every UCF player got in the
game and on the scoreboard.

Brtan LaPeterlFuture
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Entries will be accepted through Feb. 8 for the racquetball ladder tournament
.now in progress at Recreations Services.
Intramural track and ultimate {frisbee disc football) are due by Feb. 14. The track
meet will be held Feb. 16 and the ultimate league will be pl~yed Feb. 20- March
13.
.
Greg Zelna shot a three-under-par 65 last Sunday to capture the men's championship in the Intramural Frisbee Disc Golf Tournament. Lynn Walker won the
women's title with a score of 91.
The low net score was a 59 recorded by Angelo Cusimano.
.
The UCF Golf Driving Range is open to students, faculty and staff, with a SO
cent per bucket charge or 10 buckets for $4.50. Users must pay their money at
the cashier's window in the Administration Building and bring the yellow receipt
~o the Recreational Services Building, room 101, where a range card will be
1-ssued.
.
·
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is sponsoring a
"Help Lick Cancer Week"

Congr~tulations

to the new brothers
of
Lambda Chi Alpha

Donate and Receive a Lollipop
and help the
American Cancer Society
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More Information call Tim Baron or Frank M1'les
at 215-2659.
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2 Shows
. . Nightly
I

Special·Catering for
Sorority,.Fraternity,
.and Group Functions
Edgewater and Par.
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Tennis ·team serves Rollins tlleir first d8feat
and Langle was victorious winning
with scores of 6-4, 6-7, 6-4, while Lucci
and Chappell won 6-3, 6-3. Krass and
Chafe lost a close match 7-5, 6-4.
In the Knights' match with Florida
Southern earlier this week, UCF did
not give the Moes much moving room as
the Knight netters rolled over their foes
8-1.
All the singles players for the
Knights were victorious. Number one
singles player Tom Lucci won with
scores of 6-3, 6-3.
The team's most recent addition,
Kyle Langel, lost the first set, but then
allowed his opponent only one game
in the second set. ·He reeled off 12
games in a row to win his match 6-7, 61, 6-0 at second singles.
AT THE third slot, freshman Dave
Chafe won a tiebreaker in the first set
and won a tough second set to pull out
a win with scores of 7-6, 7-5.
Eddie Krass dominated his foe, as he
. won his match with scores of 6-4, 6-1
at fourth singles.
Gilbert Chappell crushed his opponent, winning 12 games to secure his
romp at love.
Senior Dave Stauble intimidated his
opponent at sixth singles, winning his
match 6-2, 6,.0.
The Knights' only loss of the match
came at firs~ doubles as Lucci and
Chappell lost a very close match 6-2, 57, 5-7.
. At second doubles; Langel and
Stauble won with scores of 6-3, 6-2,
while Krass-and Chafe took the win at ·
third doubles 6-4, 6-3.

by Jim Ames
1taff writer

The UCF's men's tennis team won a
crucial Sunshine State Conference
match, beating the Rollins College
Tars 6-3, thus extending the ~nights
unbeaten record to 3-0, and dropping
Rollins to 4- l.
The contest · was
somewhat less heated than last year's
shouting match between rivals, but
there was little doubt that UCF's talented six were not to be beaten.
Team captain Tom Lucci outplayed
a very hard-hitting Chuck De Salvo at
first singles, 3-6, 7-5, 6-1, in what turned out to be the longest and most exciting match of the afternoon. '
DeSalvo, who finished among the
top four in last year's national finals,
could. not counter Lucci's consistent
ground strokes. The frustrated Tar
was beaten by Lucci's baseline bisec, ting strokes.
Kyle Langel had a to.Ugh match at
second singles, as he was defeated in
two sets 4-6, 4-6.
·
THIRD SINGLES, was Dave Chafe,
a freshman .hailing from Coral Gables,
who made quick work of his opponent
winning 6-3, 6-3.
Sophmore Eddie Krass cruised to
victory wifh scor~s of 6-3, 6-3 to bring
the match score 'to 3-1 at that point.
Krass is 3-0 and joins Lucci, Chappell,
a product of Merritt island, won in
straight sets with scores of 6-4, 6-4.
At sixth singles Dave Stauble lost a
close match in three sets 6-3, 4-6, 3-6.
IN DOUBLES, the team of Stauble
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UCF's Tom Lucci beat Rollin's Chuck DeSalvo 3-6 7-·5
'
'
'
6-1. The
Knights- hold an unbeaten record of 3-0.
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Will be held on Tuesdays
froill 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
in ENG. 360
Students are encouraged to ·express
their views. Everyon~ is welcome to
attend!' ·
When you're thinking ~bout college
you've got to be thinking about money.
Lots of money these days. College is
also a good reason to think about the
Army. Yes, the Army. The Army's
Educational Assistance Program is
availabl·e not only for 3 and 4 year
enlistments, but now irl-spe~ial career
fields you can do it in two.. You. can
accumulate well over $7.;000foF college
in that short .time. As,k your. Army
'. ·· Recruiter for the details:. ·· ~ ~ ,

15 % STUDENT DISCOUNT
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Fahey returns home to UCF basketball program
by Patti Linzy
sbffwrfter

It happens all the time. An outstanding high school athlete is recruited by
numerous schools-and often wants to go almost anywhere but the local university.
Too often, for one reason or another, many of these athletes soon return home, and
just as quickly are forgotten.
. .
Meg Fahey is one of those who has "come home." But at the rate she's gomg it
will be a long time before she is forgotten.
Fahey was a basketball standout at. nearby Lake Brantley High School. UCF
Coach Nancy Sirmons did not actively recruit her last year because she had ~een
told Fahey wanted to go "anywhere but UCF." The 5'9" forward/guard received
scholarship offers froll) most of the Atlantic Coast Conference and Southeastern
Conference schools before finally deciding on Auburn University. But she didn't
stay there long.
"I left Auburn because the program there was too high-powered. It took too
much time. It was kind of a last minute decision to leave, and I really didn't have
time to apply and get settled anywhere else so I came here," Fahey explained.
FAHEY'S PRESENCE on the UCF basketball team happened quite by chance.
She had enrolled in school and through a relaying of messages and a mutual
friend, she and Sirmons met at a high school basketball tournament over the
Christmas holidays.
With her arrival on the team, just as the roster was being trimmed to 12 for
traveling and tournament play, there·was plenty of opportunity for hostility from

·Rossin enforces law
·on basketball court
'

by Fred Lee

•

the other members of the team. But surprisingly enough, none of that took place.
She says her teammates made it easy for her to join them in mid-season. "They
were very receptive and very friendly. It was easy on me because they made it that
way."
· ·
.
.
In all probability, Fahey made it just as easy for them to accept her. She's softspoken, with a friendly, easy-going manner that even carries onto the court. But
besides being likeable, it didn't take long for everyone to realize she could play
basketbaH. After the first week, she was -in the top three in scoring and rebounding. She's a good basketball player.
HER NEW coach can't seem to say enough about her. "Meg has added so much
strength and depth to our team . She performs the fundamentals very well and is
extremely strong both offensively and defensively . She has good basketball sense.
And anything I ask her to do-she does," Sirmons said .
A 4.0 student in political science with an intent to pursue a law career, Fahey
places a definite priority on academics. Trying to play basketball and keep up
·with her studies was a problem at Auburn, but that hasn't been the case at UCf.
"At Auburn we haq four or five hour. practices every day. here, the coach realizes
that studies come first."
.
Just a freshman, Meg looks to be around UCF basketball for a while. As Sirmons
puts it, "It sure would be a coach's del ight to have her stay here."
And she just might. After a taste nf life at a larger, Division I school, Meg Fahey
came back home. And the Lady Knights are glad she did.
·~
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there, but Coach Rid~nour finally convinced me to come here."
Rossin plans to use his criminal
justice degree to become a highway
patrolman.
_
He. says his biggest contribution to
the UCF basketball team is his
rebounding. "I try to be the enforcer
out there," he said. "The 26 year old
center explained that since he's "not
the best sh0oter from the outside" it's
better to drive inside and go for a
closer shot. "Once I get inside, I'll
either get a shot off, or someone is
going to foul me," he said.
Although the UCF basketball team
has been criticized by writers in the
past for not having a big, dominant
center, Rossin disagrees. "If we were
playing a slow-paced game we would
need someone around 6-9 or 6-10. Since we're a running team, a big center
would just slow us down ," he said.
Rossin blames last weeks 96-60 loss
to Florida Southern on the referees.
The loss dropped the Knights from first
place to fourth in the latest NCAA
Division II poll. They were tied for
third with Southern for 10 days "In
Lakeland, we couldn't use our fast
break," he said. "We had too many
fouls called on us in the beginning to
use it in the second half. On defense if
we got too close to anyone. They'd call'
a foul on us, so we had to stay off."
When asked about tomorrow's game
against Rollins, Rossin just smiled and
answered "no comment." That game
will be played in the Enyart-Alumni
Fieldhouse on the Rollins campus. Tip

Brian LaPeter/Future

Dean Rossin, who never played sports in high school, is the starting
cen.t er for the Knig~ts.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

QUALITY CARE
FAMILY PLANNING
Speakers Service

BIRTH CONTROL
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Gynecologists

•/7JJ

C:Lin,ic
223.1 LEE ROAD. WINTER PARK

Counseling

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249

THE DIET 1lliJ
WORKSHOP®
Sponsored by HILLEL Or.g.
Open To All
Starts Mon. Feb. 4th, 7:30 pm
UCF VIiiage Center VC 200
Call 869·8600
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·Coinmittee chooses new -associate vice president
vice president ot student attairs will
cellor/student
affairs
at
the
of University Administrators, the
include: supervising and staffing
university of Massachusetts at Boston
American -Association of University
student
programs such as Health Ser·" Dr. LeVester Tubbs has been named
since l 973 and was . an associate
Adminstrators,
the
American
vices,
Housing
Operations, Fin~ncial
the new associate vice president of
professor of education. He was also
Association of Higher Education and
Aid, and the Village Center; coorstudent affairs, according to Dr. Frank
director of development, dean of the American Personnel and Guidance
dinating ·intramural, club and other
J uge, chai,cman of the search commitstudents and assistant professor of
Association.
.
.
tee .. · · · :
·
·
education at Lincoln University froQ1
· He was selected to the International · sports and recreational activities;
The search; which began June 28,
preparing and administrating the
Who.·s· Who in Community Service,
1969 to 1973. · ·
student affairs divi'!!ion budget; and
1979, came · to a con~lusi~n WedBefore
that,
Tubbs
taught
Outstanding Educators in . America
mainta'i ning accurate financial records
nesday, when Tubbs accepted the
mathematics and ·coached basketball
1971, Dictionary of Black American
of all programs offered through
at ·P alm Beach County schools in ,W.est . Biography, ' 1970 Who's Who in the
position. Also being _considered for ~he
student affairs.
po::;ition were Dr. James Kuder of
Palm Beach, Fla .
East, 1978-1979, and has received
The job is a 12-month, adTUBBS IS a member of the National
Colorado State University and Dr. C.
numerous other ·a wards in the field of
ministrative and professional position
Association of Student Personnel AdW. Brown of UCF.
education.
salary
dependent. · upon
ministrators. the American Association
Tubbs has served as vice chanTubbs received his academic - with
qualification
of
the
applicant.
training at Allen University in ColumAccording
to
Juge,
the position is
bia, S.C. where h~ received a bachelor
similar to vice president of Student Afof science degree in mathematics. He
fairs. "He (Tubbs) will report directly
obtained his · masters of science in
to Vice President of Academic Affairs
education
at
North
Carolina
Ellis,
which is a major change.
Agricultural. and T~chnical State
"The position was created to provide
,._ University in Greensboro, N.C.
better communication between faculty
HE WAS AWARDED a doctorate
by Charles Taylor
and administratjon," added Juge.
degree
of
education
from
the
Univerfreelance writer
The official announcement of the
If you have considered starting your own exercise program, you are in luck. Af- sity of Missouri at Columbia.
appointment will be made Monday,
Tubbs' responsibilities as associate
ter a year of planning and-four months of work, UCF's exercise trail is·near comJuge said.
pletion.
.
President Trevor Colbourn will cut the ribbon at the facilities grand opening
from page 15
scheduled for Feb. 13.
The trail is located east of Pegasus Boulevard on the south side of the campus
what looked like hundreds of items, from jeeps to tractors.
and wrn be open year-round for use by the faculty , students and staff.
Two buses·will be reserved for Graduate Studies and Research. Another will go
The exercise trail covers one mile and consists of 20 stations·. An instrudion board
posted at every station on the trail will explain each exercise in detail. Exercises to the Orange County Research and Development Authority. This is for a research
will range from flexibility movements to more strenuous maneuvers, such as log park that will be constructed on the UCF grounds in the future.
rolling .
Of the other five, two are reserved for the athletic department to transport teams _
According to Ken Renner, director of Intramural and Recreational sports, the and equipment. Spinnato said these buses will get better mileage than the 12
exercise trail originated in Europe. The "vita par" trail, as it is knowri , is used by passenger vans they are using now, 14 to 18 miles per gallon fully loaded. He said
European travelers as a rest stop. In Europe, ·travelers·may park their cars and use they can carry more people safer and cheaper than in the vans.
these trails to relax during a monotonous trip.
Renne.r said UCF's trail has been on the drawing board for one year, but due to
from page 15
a lot of paperwork, he was unable to meet hi.s <'Xpt>ckd 1·111 11 1 · 1,
September, 1979.
offered to draw the design, but the contact me about designing the plans,"
"When I see people using the trail, I'll be v'e ry pleased," he said.
price was too . high, according to added Lenox.
State funding for the project is a
The trail is being constructed totally from donations. For instance, Scotty's Lenox.
Homebuilders Supply donated the lumber for the instruction sign supports. The
Lenox said Student Government has possibility, but Lenox said that Student
J:C. Penny Company donated the. instruction signs that are located at each station decided to work on its own, drawing Government . will keep adding to
development as money becomes
on the trail. Lambda-Chi Alpha fraternity, as well as other student organizations, up plans.
contributed a lot of time and hard work.
'Td love to have a student architect available.

. by Diane Taylor

1

staff writer

.

UCF'snew ·exercise trail
nearly-ready for runners

Bus purchase----
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T7ie Village Center Activities Board is funded
the Activity and Service Fees, as
allocated by the Stude_n t Government of UCF.

VILLAGE·CENTER-ACTIVIT.I ES

throu~h

Spring Break Trip to Key West
.. . .

March21-23

for info- 275-261 I

VCM

LENNY

Cinema Classiques

.

-

KEN RUSSELL SERIES

February 1 & 3 VCAR
8.: 3.0 pm
Starring: Dustin Hoff~an
Valerie Perrine r-"73'11t"lilii0'.\ll

Panav1s1on·
Tech nicolor· From Warner Bros

0

11

~

A Warn er Commun1ca11ons Company

[!!]

Starring: Roger Daltrey, Ric Wakeman
·Ringo Starr

"·Lust to the music of the first .
popstar, teen idol- FRANZ LISZT
Le~ny .said it
"Hot Honey" did it
Together they shocked America

Students free w/UCF ID- G.P. $1.25

Wednesday, Feb. 6
8:30 pm
VCAR
Students free w/UCF ID .
G.P.$1.00

